WORTH THE INVESTMENT?
NATURE’S REST BRINGS TOGETHER QUALITY & NATURE IN A UNIQUE WAY

A MATTRESS BRAND THAT CAN BE COUNTED ON FOR COMFORT AND SUSTAINABILITY

Nature’s Rest mattresses, as opposed to all other mattresses we produce, is uniquely
crafted to provide comfort, while also offering a natural sleep. The latex used in
Nature’s Rest mattresses contains Talalay latex rubber harvested from the tropical
Heavea basiliensis tree. Plus, every Nature’s Rest mattress is handcrafted using
eco-friendly production methods, including many natural materials. They are all also
performance engineered to provide you with an incredible sleep.

WHAT MAKES UP A NATURE’S REST MATTRESS

Nature’s Rest fabric is
durable, as well as
moisture absorbing &
gentle to the touch

Along with being natural
& durable, Talalay
latex is anti-microbial,
hypoallergenic, and resilient

Nature’s Rest mattresses
are built to help regulate
your body’s temperature
through the night

THE BENEFITS OF SLEEPING ON A NATURE’S REST

Every Nature’s Rest
This mattress provides a
mattress offers responsive
regulated microclimate that
& countoured support
helps maintain your body
that relieves pressure
temperature through the night

The Talalay Latex in the
mattress lessens
movement transfer
across the mattress

A NATURAL SLEEP TO LOVE
NATURE’S REST IS 100% COMMITTED TO QUALITY, CONSISTENCY & YOUR COMFORT!

Our Sleep Systems are designed to make a difference in your sleep. We use premium
quality materials, fabrics and processes to ensure you have superior comfort. In the
spirit of excellence, every piece is inspected and handmade by devoted experts that
take pride in their craft.
Experience a perfect harmony between elegance and unparalleled comfort for an
extraordinary value!

A REPUTABLE MANUFACTURER
FOUNDED IN 1990, RESTWELL SLEEP PRODUCTS IS A CANADIAN MANUFACTURER OF
QUALITY MATTRESSES & BED FOUNDATIONS

Every Nature’s Rest mattress is handcrafted to our exacting standards. This means it is
extremely durable, luxurious, and high-quality. On top of focusing on producing
amazing mattresses, Nature’s Rest has product lines that help maintain a healthy
environment.
Nature’s Rest mattress is produced by Restwell Sleep Products in a state of the art
facility in Surrey B.C.

